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Tchernobyl, 1985



Tchernobyl, April 1986 (AP)



Antenne 2, April 28, 1986



Antenne 2, April 29, 1986



state monopoly
over scientific expertise



Deepwater Horizon, 2010





participatory mapping









“we were not trying to duplicate the
satellite or flyover imagery. Instead, we

were helping Gulf Coast residents to use
balloons, kites, and other simple and

inexpensive tools to produce their own
documentation of the disaster and hoping
that such data collection will continue to
support environmental research, policy,

and regulatory changes in coming years.”
publiclab.org



“tell a different story”
publiclab.org



“citizen sciences”



“The era of the amateur scientist is
passing; science must now be

advanced by the professional expert”
Anon. Popular Science, Mar. 1902, p. 477



amateurs involved in
the production of

scientific knowledge



not deliberative



“citizen science”
“citizen cyberscience”
“volunteer computing” 

“crowdsourcing” 
“do-it-yourself (DIY)”

“participatory research”
“science 2.0”

“responsible research and innovation”
“amateur science”



socientize.eu

















www.bioscope.ch
bioscope@unige.ch

#bioscopelab@bioscopelab



1. calculators
(“volunteer computing”)



LHC, CERN, 2013



“Whether you are at home or at
work, you can help experts by
connecting your computer to

LHC@home”
cds.cern.ch



2. makers
(“do-it-yourself DIY”)



diybio.org



“Remember when science was fun.
At Genspace it still is.”

genspace.org



2015



3. sensors
(“observers”)





“Global tools for birders, critical
data for science”

ebird.org



4. analysers
(“crowdsourcing”)



www.galaxyzoo.org





eyewire.org



Nature, 509, 2014



BOINC users, 2015 (boinc.berkeley.edu)



ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020



promises:
scientific

educational
political



global
massive

institutionalised
heterogenous



experimental sciences



the laboratory revolution



Frankenstein, 1931



Arrowsmith, 1931



divide between
sciences and the public



Dr. Strangelove, 1964



bridged (and sustained) by
science popularization







rejoining citizens and
the experimental sciences



1850 1900 1950 2000

⬛ experimentalism
⬛ natural history
⬛ public participation
⬛ citizen sciences



1850 1900 1950 2000

⬛ public participation



why is this interesting?



“big data”
science and society

expertise, participation, and democracy



four questions



question 1
how do the “citizen sciences”

transform the relationships
between science and the public?



Illustrated London News, 1871



Sweeden, 1930 (qsl-history.webs.com)



1958



1962



1962



science and the
“military-industrial complex”



1968



1970



1971



Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobs, 1976



Hayden and Fonda at Three Miles Island, 1979



Berlin, 2011 (Gregor Fischer)



San Francisco, 1987



AFM Téléthon, 1987



question 2
who are the participants in the

“citizen sciences”?



Genspace, Brooklyn, NYT, 16.1.2012



Thomas Landrain, Paris (innovationiseverywhere.com)



boincstats.com



are they really lay citizens?



question 3
what moral and political economies

sustain the “citizen sciences”?



fold.it



crowdrafting.org



setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu



eyewire.org



fold.it



question 4
how do the “citizen sciences” impact

the production of knowledge?



Barcelona Supercomputing Center, 2005



openwetware.org



foldscope, Stanford University



sorry, I don’t know





The Curse of Frankenstein, 1957



Beaker and Dr Bunsen Honeydew in The Muppet Show, 1976
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